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rir. J. R. Jaax of the Crew Systems Division. National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Texas, was the contract monitor. S. W. Nicol was
the project manager for McDonnell Douglas at Huntington
Beach. The G169A computer program configuration control
effort was performed on-site at NASA/JSC by R. E. McEnulty.
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SUMMARY
This final report documents the work performed during Phase I1 of contract
NAS9-14877, Generalized Environmental Control and Life Support System
t.omputer Program (G189A) Configuration Control. Phase II of this contract
covers the period trom 1 December 1976 to 3U November 1S77. During this
period the following items of significance were accomplished:
1.
	
	 The G189A simulation of the Shuttle Orbiter ECLSS was upgraded
in the following areas:
(a) The Shuttle simulation was modified to accept Shuttle
Llectrical and Environmental Requirements (SHEER)
tapes for processing.
(b) The IMU configuration was changed from a closed circulation
I	 system to an open system. The schematic print subroutine
ARSGAS was updated to show this change.
(c) The H 2O tank dump and fill logic was changed to represent
the latest configuration.
(d) The capability was added to post-process a data tape
generated during a Shuttle simulation run to produce a
summary comparison table of phase averaged data in the
event of an aborted run.
(e) Avionic Bays cabin components were replaced with Thermal
Analyzer components (Section 3, Reference 12) to decrease
computer time requirements.
(f) The 02 -N2 controller logic has been reworked and upgraded
to the latest configuration for OFT and OV103 missions.
iii
t(g) Dual Freon Loop simulation has been added to the program
and the freon loop schematic has been updated.
2. All simulation library versions and simulation models were con-
verted from the EXEC2 to the EXEC8 computer system this contract
period (Section 3, Reference 12).
3. A new program, G189PL, was added to the combination master program
library. The program permits the post-plotting of up to 100 frames
of plot data over any time interval of a G189 simulation run
(Section 3, Reference 12).
4. The overlay structure of the G189A simulations were restructured
for the purpose of co-serving computer core requirements and
minimizing run time requirements.
iv
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The G189 Generalized Envirormental Control and Life Support System Computer
was initially conceived and developed by MUAC-Huntington Beach in 1964.
An initial version of the ^rogram was delivered to NASA/JSC in 1965 under
contract NAS9-4090. Since 1965 a number of program additions, revisions,
and new developments have occurred as a result of in-house work and subse-
quent NASA contracts. The Crew Systems Uivlsion (CSD) of	 SA/JSC has been
instrumental in developing this program into a valuable ECL^)S simulation
analysis tool. ;'p is contract, NAS9-14817 - Generalized Environmental Control
and Life Support System Computer Program (G189A) Configuration Control,
provides NASA/JSC with Houston based personnel who can maintain, 11pdate, and
utilize the G189A computer program effectively and efficiently. The contract
effort also includes: (1) providing instruction and consultation services
for others regarding the use and application of the G189A program, (2) develop-
ing new subroutines or modifying existing subroutines to provide additional
capabilities required for current or new simulations, (3) maintaining and
improving existing G189A simulation models developed for Shuttle ECLSS and
payload ECLSS analyses, (4) developing new simulation models as required,
and (5) supporting special study analyses requested by CSD. This contract
continues the effort begun in April 1973 under contract NAS9-13404. The
following section describes in detail the progress made under the various
tasks described in the Phase II portion of contract NAS9-14877.
2.0 kEPORT OF PHASE II PROGRESS
The Phase II progress on tasks 1-10 as described in contract NA59-14877 is
reported below.
t1
2.1 Task 1 - Formulate Maste r P rograms
G189A EXEC2 Master Programs were maintained and updated during this contract
period according to the method described in paragraph 2.1 of Reference 15.
..
_._...•— ,:,... --^ =^-=-- -^:
	ate... ,._	 ^
The G189 EXECS master program was incorporated into the computer system this
contract period. This program has been checked out and is available for
general use. The master program can be accessed by using either a combination
master program Library Tape or a system secure file (G189A) which contains
all program elements.
The element NAME/VERSION remains the same as described 	 Reference 12.
The FLAG parameter of the EXEC2 system is no longer required. Each version
of the program is executed by modifying the loader map to perform the same
function as the flag parameters.
A new program, G189PL, described in Reference 13 has been incorporated into
the master program library. This program permits post plotting of up to
100 plots/per case and multiple subcases under two different plot parameter
specification formats.
An off line program to process a data tape and print out a run summary table
has been developed. The program is described in Reference 10. This program
has oetn incorporated into the master program library.
?.2 Task 2, Maintain Tae Library
Seven EXEC2 and four EXEC8 G189 master program librarys were generated this
contract year.
Copies of MPAD electrical load data for OFT1 through OFT6 missions were made
and saved. Data tapes, post plotting plot tapes and Table 1 summary table
tapes were made and saved as required. Table 1 shows the present tape status.
2.3 Task 3. Provide Recommendations
Contact has been maintained between J. P. Kenney, LEC; Karl Houck, NASA/JSC;
Ernie Smith, HSD; and Stuart Nicol, MDAC-Huntington Beach during this report
period to provide them with recommendations regarding the use of master
program library tapes, the use of simulation muael tapes, the modification
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Of program subroutines to perform specific tasks, and peculiarities and
limitations of selected subroutines. These personnel were the only identified
active users of the G189A program during this contract period.
2.4 Task 4, Provide Instruction
Consultation services nave been provided for the on-site users of the G189A
program and telephone communications have been maintained with the off-site
users to provide them with information regarding new program features and
options, su'.routine revisions, and program manual revisions.
2.5 Tasl 5, Provide Program Modifications
During this report periud modifications were made to 23 of the subroutines
that are used by all of the library versions, to 11 of the subroutines that
are used it the standard library version, and to 35 of the subroutines used
for the Shuttle library versions. The modifications mzde to each subroutine
have been documented in the monthly progress reports and are referenced below
for each subroutine name/version.
Subroutine
	
Reference Document
NAME/VERSION	 Reference No. (Section)
ADSORB 4(1.5)
ARSGAS/S 3(1.5), 4(1.6), 6(1.6)
ARSH20/S
	
1(1.4), 3(1.5), 4(1.6), 6(1.6)
ARST/S
	
1(1.4), 3(1.4), 5(1.4), 1(1.4)
ATCST/S
	 1(1.4), 5(1.4), 7(1.4), 8(1.4)
BASDAT 2(1.5)
CABINT/A 6(1.5)
CABINT/S 5(1.4)
CASDAT 2(1.5), 7(1.4)
CNUNSR/A 10(1.5)
COMSOc/A 1(1.4)
ECLST/A	 1(1.4), 2(1.5), 5(1.4), 6(1.5)
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ECLST/S
	 1(1.4), 2(1.5), 3(1.4), 5(1.4), 6(1.5), 7(1.4), 8(1.4), 9(1.5)
ELCOOL 5(1.4)
ELINT/M 8(1.4), 9(1.5)
FLINT/U b(l.S)
ELOAD/M 9(1.4), 9(1.5)
ELOAU/Q 6(1.5)
FAN	 .'. (1.5 )
FCL/S	 3(1.5), 4(1.6), 6(1.6)
FLOWOR 10(1.5)
F21/5 8(1.4)
GPOLYI/M	 1(1.4), 2(1.5), 3(1.4), 4(1.5), 5(1.4), 6(1.5), 1(1.4), 8(1.4),
9(1.5), iU(1.5)
GPOLYI/Q	 1(1.4), 2(1.5), 3(1.4), 4(1.5), 5(1.4), 6(1.5), 7(1.4)
GPOLY2/M	 1(1.4), 2(1.5), 3(1.4), 4(1.5), 5(1.4), 6(1.5), 7(1.4), 8(1.4)
10(1.5)
GPOLY2/Q	 1(1.4), 2(1.5), 3(1.4), 4(1.5), 5(1.4), 6(1.5), 7(1.4)
G189PL/P 5(1.4), 7(1.4)
G189 2(1.5)
HBALNC 4(1.5)
HTSINK/A 2(1.5)
HTLAPu/A 2(1.5)
IEUIT	 1(1.4), 2(1.5)
IVBLOK 2(1.5)
MAINPL/G 2(1.5), 7(1.4)
MAINPL/P 5(1.4), 7(1.4)
MERGEC 2(1.5)
PIPETL 1(1.4)
PLEDII/G 2(1.5), 4(1.5)
PLEUIT/P b(1.5), 10(1.5)
PLONLY/P 5(1.4), 10(1.5)
PLOT89 2(1.5)
PREP/G 2(1.5), 8(1.4), 10(1.5)
PREP/P 9(1.4), 10(1.5)
PROP/A 9(1.5)
ORIGINAL PA"'  l^
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Subroutine	 Reference Document
NAME/VERSION	 Reference No. (Section)
PROP/S 9(1.5)
PUMP 2(1.5)
QLBAU/M	 1(1.4), 3(1.4), 4(1.5)q 5(1.4), 6(1.5), 1(1.4), 8(1.4), 9(1.5),
lU(l.5)
QLBAU/Q 6(1.5)
QPHAVG/S
	 1(1.4), 5(1.4), 7(1.4), 8(1.4), 9(1.6)
QTAPL/M 3(1.4), 5(1.4), 8(1.4), 9(1.5)
QTAPL /Q
 6(1.5)
QTAVG/S 3(1.4), 4(1.5), 6(1.5), 8(1.4), 9(1.5)
REDDER/S
	 1(1.4), 5(1.4)
NITER/S
	
1(1.4), 4(1.5), 5(1.4), 7(l.4)
SEGPRG/A 6(1.5)
SEGPRG/S 6(1.5), 8(1.4)
SERVO/A 1(1.4)
SORBT/A 8(1.4), 9(l.5)
SORT 2(1.5)
SSRAU 8(1.4)
STOPIT	 2(1.5), 3(1.4), 4(1.5)
STOPIT/A 4(1.5), 8(l.4)
STOPIT/S 4(1.5), 8(l.4)
SUITS/A 9(1.5)
TANKG 5(1.4), 6(1.5)
TAPEIT 1(1.4), 2(1.5)
THERMG 5(1.4), 7(1.4)
VALUE 3(1.4)
VARPRT 1(1.4)
VERTHM 2(1.5)
i
I 	 ^
2.6 Task 6, Establisc. System Schematics
Specific G189A program system configurations ar.^ Senerally preparrd for each
G189A simulation model. These configurations consist of a master program
library tape, a simulation basic case data tape; and, in the case of Shuttle
Urbiter UL SS simulations, special purpose data tapes such as the MPAU power
profile data tapes, phase averaged heat load and temperature comparison tapes,
and post plotting data tapes for post plotting routines. The system conf4-
gurations currently maintained under this contract are listed in Table 1.
2.7 Task 7, Provide Digital Computer Program Requirements
Program listings of the G189A master program library tapes and r XEC8 secure
file as well as card decks for the execution of current simulation models
are maintained at NASA/JSC, building 7A, CSD. The master program library
tapes, simulation model data tapes, MPAD electrical power profile data tapes,
phase averaged comparison data tapes and post-plotting tapes are stored in
the NASA/JSC Institutional Data Systems Division (:OSD) magnetic tape library
in building 12. The G189A ETC/LSS program manual (Reference 13) updates,
prepared during this contract effort, are included as Attachment A of this
report.
2.8 Task 8, Support Special Analyses
The following special study analyses were supported during this contract period
by generating input data, developing special logic and making the runs:
I. Single Failure Tolerance 14.7 PSIA Cabin
2. Single Failure Tolerant 8.0 PSIA Cabin
3. Single Failure Tolerant Failed Ascent/Entry Flash Evaporator
4. jingle Failure Tolerant Single Freon Loop
5. Single Failure Tolerant Failed Ascent/Li&L,y F/E 5 Minute Pwr Down
6. Single Failure Tolerant Failed AscentiEntry F/E 20 Minute Pwr Down
7. Single String 14.7	 PSIA Cabin
8. Single String 8.0 PSIA Cabin
9. Single String Failed Ascent/Entry Flash Evaporator
O1tIGINA1, PAGI^ 18
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10. Single String Single Freon Loop
H. Single String Descent Failed Ascent/Entry F/E 10 Minute Pwr Down
12. Single String Descent Fsiled Ascsnt/Entry F/E 20 Minute Pwr Down
13. Single String Descent Failed Ascent/Entry F/E. 30 Minute Pwr Dry.
14. OFT] through BFT6 Missions
lb. BFT1 8 PSIA Failed Radiatior Door Lathes
16. OFT] (2 Day) Mission
1;. NASA PSMP SEPS
18. NASA PSMP SHEER
19. 0FT1 (2 Day) Descent .45 inch hole in cabin
2.9 Task 9, Provide Monthly Progress Report
Eleven monthly Progress Reports (References 1-11) were provided under this
contract effort.
2.10 T.	 1 0, Furnish Final Report
This aocument is furnished to satisfy the requirements of Task 10.
3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMLNUATIONS
The G189A program configuration control contract has proved to be an efficient
method of organizing and controlling the use and modification of the G189A
program and the G189A simulation models. Tne program users have been identified
and communications have been maintained with these users to provide consultation,
determine program errors and deficiencies, identify new requirements. and
define system configurations to he used for specific problem solutions. This
effort has resulted in the orderly -evelopment of the G189A program and has
established a central authority who can assess proposed program changes and
their effects upon the program's generalized applications. Specific simu-
lation model requirements are accormiodated by creating special versions of
the standard G189A master program library (Section 2.1). As these modifications
are checked out and used and if they are determined to be applicable to other
simulations or to the standard master program library the i r solutions are
-7-
prepared as generalized logic blocks wl;ich can oe
versions and/)r to the standard library version.
during %:he latter portion of the Phase I contract
various master program library versions are place
single master program combination library tape or
(Section 2.1).
added to other library
A technique was developed
period whereby all of the
] on and accessed from a
EXEC8 secure rile
The G189A Shuttle Orbiter ECLSS simulation models developed under Phase I of
the previous contract (Reference 12) were modified and upgraded to prCA de
the new simulation model configurations re q uired for the studies supported
under this contract (Section 2.8). A simulation model log was developed
(Table 1) which identifies the various simulation model configurations
developed and their current status. This loq provides a convenient method
of assessing the current G189A Shuttle ECLSS analysis capability.
Since 19/5 the G189 ECLSS program has had the capability to read and proce.%
the MPAD generates Shuttle Electric. Power System (SEPS) tapes. This has
F-ermitted the ECLSS simulation program to compute realistic transient thermal
analyses.
The SEPS program wus developed by MPAD primarily to perform consumable analyses
and	 though it ,;,-ovides excellent transient data the program requires a
large amount of time for data preparation and execution. MPAD began a parallel
development effort in 1975 to create a simplified program which would require
less time for data preparation and execution. but still yield adequate data
for consumable analysis purposes. The Shuttle Electrical and Environmental
Requirements (SHEER) computer program wAs developed for this purpose. Recently
MPAO re:'.ricted its use of the SEPS program in favor of the SHEER program.
Therefare. the G189 ECLSS thermal analysis programs were modified to provide
the optior of inputting electrical power profile data generated with the
SHEER program.
ORIGINAI, PAGE IS
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The SHEER program differs from the SEPS program in that it computes the
average power requirements fo:- each component used within an activity block
and gro-jps the power dissipations into predefined ECLSS heat load locations
while the SEPS program computes instantaneous power data for each component
and the user is free to group the component power dissipations to match his
program requirements. The SHEER programs activity block averaging and
component grouping techniques have not been compared with the SEPS instantaneous
power data to verify the fidelity of the SHEER ECLSS simulation. MPAD has
been requested to furnish SEPS tapes of OFT2 and OFT-4 missions so that the
adequacy and/or limitations of the SHEER data analysis can be determined.
Three steps have been taken this contract period to speed up the computer
run time. The Avionic Bays Cabin components have been replaced by thermal
analyzer components, the overlays have been restructured and the on-orbit
time step has been increased to 600 seconds. The simulated mission time to
computer execution time ratio is now at 2011. Compared to the EXEC II
simulation, this is very slow and is caused by excessive input output time
on the EXLC VIII sysfern. The central processor to real time ratio is 48/1
on the present ECLSS simulation.
The G189A Shuttle simulation models have proven to be a cost effective method
of studying overall ECLSS performance under a variety of conditions. Problem
x
areas can be qu i ckly identified and determinations can be made os to the
necessity of po— o,--ling additional analyses requiring the use of the detailed
t	 thermal analyzer models which are prepared and maintained by RI. The easef
and speed with which special ECLSS reconfigurations, failure modes, and/or
boundary conditions can be incorporated in the n rlous models has been
thoroughly demonstrated. The present set of G189A Shuttle Orbiter ECLSS
simulation models provides a varied data base which can ejsily be upgraded
and/or modified to accept hardware development and acceptance test data as
they become available.
-9-
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The following recommendations are made with regard to desired improvements
for the G189A program avid the Shuttle simulation models.
1. A new subroutine should be developed that allows a component's
K array data to be printed out. (The G189A library currently
contains subroutines which print out component A, B, R, and V
array data.) This routine would be -ireful for model debugging.
2. All obsolete, undocumented and unused subroutines should be
eliminated from the Master Program Library and their ducumentation
should be deleted from the program manual.
3. The thermal mass, heat transfer conductance, fluid line size and
length data incorporated into the Shuttle Orbiter ECLSS models last
year should be updated and, if possible, the predicted transient
responses of the water and freon loops should be verified by test
data.
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